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A friction and wear apparatus incorporating an Auger cylindrical mirror spectrometer has been constructed. The spectrometer in the apparatus provides the capability of analyzing for all elements heavier than helium present on the sliding friction and wear surface of interest in 0.10 sec. Adhesion and transfer of silver, aluminum, and copper to a steel surface were monitored while transfer was occurring. Variations in transfer mode could be detected. Adsorption of gases containing oxygen to a copper transfer film and subsequent friction-initiated desorption of that film were monitored with the Auger Spectrometer. The Auger cylindrical mirror spectrometer affords the friction, wear, and lubrication researcher a tool and capabilities heretofore unavailable.
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SUMMARY

An Auger cylindrical mirror spectrometer has been incorporated into a friction and wear apparatus. The spectrometer can analyze for all elements heavier than helium present on a friction and wear surface. The instrument response is sufficiently fast to allow a chemical analysis of the surface in 0.10 second. The surface can be continuously analyzed while the experiment is in progress, and better insight into those chemical factors influencing friction and wear can thereby be provided.

In sliding friction experiments, transfer of silver, aluminum, and copper to a steel surface was observed. Transfer took place without any attempt to sputter clean the steel surface. This occurred in the first pass of the rider across the steel disk. Variations in the mode of metal transfer could also be detected. Gases containing oxygen were adsorbed to a copper transfer film, and its subsequent friction-initiated desorption was monitored. Auger spectrometry provides the lubrication researcher with a method of examining the lubrication process dynamically.

INTRODUCTION

Adhesion, friction, and wear of contacting solids is markedly dependent upon the nature of surface films. Adsorbed and reacted films (refs. 1 to 3) exert an influence on these properties. In addition, equilibrium segregation of elements in the bulk of metals to the surface can alter adhesion and friction behavior (ref. 4).

When two surfaces are in sliding or rubbing contact, the energy put into the interface can alter the nature of surface reactions. For example, chemical reactions may be initiated in the contact zone that will not occur outside that zone. It is, therefore, very important in the interpretation of the adhesion, friction, and wear properties of materials to be able to follow changes in surface chemistry while they occur, namely,
during the sliding or rubbing process. In the past this has not been possible, and surface chemical activity during the dynamic experiment has been inferred from postexperimental analysis.

Auger emission spectrometry is particularly useful in friction, wear, and lubrication studies because it can very readily detect the light elements carbon, sulfur, nitrogen, phosphorous, and oxygen. It is sufficiently sensitive to enable the detection of an element such as oxygen to surface coverages of as little as 0.01 of a monolayer (ref. 5).

The objective of this investigation was to use Auger emission spectrometry in a friction and wear apparatus to provide the capability of continuously monitoring the surface elements. Elemental analysis could be made of the surface when stationary or while moving. The transfer, with sliding, of aluminum, silver, and copper to a steel surface was studied. Adsorption of an oxygen-containing gas to a wear transfer film was also investigated. Sliding friction experiments were conducted with a hemispherical rider sliding on a rotating flat disk at loads of 500 grams and at speeds of 20 centimeters per minute. All experiments were conducted at 23°C.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Specimens

The friction and wear specimens consisted of a disk specimen 6.5 centimeters in diameter and 1.2 centimeters in thickness and a hemispherical rider with a 0.5-centimeter radius. The specimens are shown in the apparatus schematic in figure 1. The disk specimen is mounted on a drive shaft which is rotated with a magnetic drive assembly. The drive assembly provides for rotation at various speeds (in this study, 20 cm/min). The rider specimen is mounted in an insulated holder to one end of a stainless-steel shaft. Friction and wear experiments are conducted with the rider specimen loaded against the disk surface. As the disk is rotated, the rider scribes a circular wear track on the flat surface of the disk. The load used in this investigation was 500 grams, and the temperature was 23°C.

Experimental Chamber

The experiments are conducted in a vacuum chamber (see fig. 1). The vacuum system is pumped by sorption pumps and an ion pump. Pressure in the vacuum system is read with a nude ionization gage. The vacuum system achieved a pressure of $1 \times 10^{-10}$ torr after bakeout at 250°C.
Measurements

The friction force between the disk and rider specimen is continuously recorded during the experiment. The beam which contains the rider specimen is welded into a bellows assembly which is gimbal mounted to the vacuum system. The gimbal mounting permits dead-weight loading of the rider against the disk surface (fig. 1). At right angles to the dead-weight loading, the beam containing the rider can move in two directions in the horizontal plane. Movement of the rider (with the disk as it rotates) is restrained by a cable which is attached to a beryllium-copper ring. The ring contains four sets of strain gages. These gages measure the frictional force between the disk and rider specimen. The friction force is recorded on a strip chart.

Specimen Preparation and Cleaning

The disk specimens are finish ground on metallurgical papers to a grit of 600. They are then diamond polished with 6-micrometer and finally 3-micrometer diamond paste. The disks are rinsed with acetone and then with absolute ethyl alcohol.

The specimens are cleaned by ion bombardment in the experimental chamber. The disk specimen is insulated from ground on the drive shaft. Two copper rods are brought to the disk from feed-throughs insulated from ground. The end of one rod terminates 0.5 centimeter from the circumferential edge of the disk specimen. This terminal establishes the positive potential in the glow discharge. The second rod has a beryllium-copper leaf attached to it. The end of the leaf opposite its attachment to the rod makes a "wiping" type of contact with the circumferential edge of the disk. The entire flat of the disk is cleaned by the sputtering as a result of being immersed in the glow discharge. The specimens are ion-bombarded by bleeding research-grade argon gas into the system until a pressure of about 0.02 torr is achieved. A direct-current power supply is used to supply 400 to 500 volts between the disk and the floating electrode. With the negative potential on the disk positively charged, argon ions bombard and sputter clean the specimen surfaces. Variations in the argon pressure can alter the voltage necessary for efficient sputtering. The higher the pressure, the lower the voltage needed.

Auger Analysis

Elemental analysis of the disk specimen surface can be made before, during, and after the friction and wear experiment by using an Auger cylindrical mirror analyzer.
with an integral electron gun. The point of rider to disk contact passes under the Auger beam 20 seconds after the disk moves out of the contact zone. This time element can be produced by increasing the speed at which the disk rotates. The disk could rotate over a broad range of speed, and Auger analysis could still be performed. The Auger analyzer is a commercial unit, the essential elements of which are described in reference 6.

The primary beam of electrons is directed at the disk surface by a beam from the electron gun in the Auger cylindrical mirror analyzer (fig. 2). The beam is focused on the wear track scribed by the rider in sliding contact with the disk. The beam contact is 180° away from the rider on the disk surface. The beam spot diameter is 0.2 millimeter. The gun contains deflection plates which allow positioning of the beam on the disk surface.

The secondary electrons come off the specimen surface, pass through the outer cylindrical can opening (see fig. 2), and then pass through slits in an inner cylinder which serves as an energy analyzer. They are collected by the electron multiplier. Elemental identification is accomplished by analysis of the detected secondary-electron energies. The Auger electrons that appear in the secondary-electron distribution "fingerprint" the surface elements to a depth of approximately four atomic layers (ref. 7). Some Auger electron energies for elements seen in this preliminary investigation are presented in table I. The reader who is interested in the details of Auger analysis is referred to references 8 and 9.

Auger traces are displayed on an oscilloscope. The sweep control module permits a full spectrum scan for those elements of interest in friction, wear, and lubrication in 0.10 second. Thus, there exists the capability of monitoring a moving or rotating surface and detecting dynamic variations in surface chemistry.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Steel Surface

An Auger analysis of a standard 1045 steel disk surface was conducted. The disk surface was solvent cleaned prior to insertion into the vacuum chamber. No attempt was made to remove surface oxides. The resulting Auger trace is presented in figure 3(a). Peaks for carbon, oxygen, and iron were readily detected from the surface. The carbon peak can originate from two sources: (1) carbon from the steel which is present on the surface, and (2) the adsorption of carbon monoxide to the surface from the vacuum system. The former source of carbon is a large contributor to its presence on iron surfaces. Iron with only parts per million (14 ppm) of carbon in the bulk has a
surface rich in carbon. The carbon segregates to the surface when the iron is heated (refs. 8 to 10).

In figure 3(b) another Auger trace was taken at higher sensitivity with the range of electron energies scan limited to oxygen and iron. The Auger peaks of oxygen and iron are readily discernible.

Silver Sliding on Steel

A silver rider sliding on a steel disk showed that transfer of silver to the steel surface occurred. Transfer was followed with each pass by using the Auger spectrometer. A complete elemental spectrum trace taken during the 50th pass of the silver rider over the steel disk is presented in figure 4. The elements readily detected are iron, carbon, oxygen, and silver. A 60-electron-volt iron peak is present in figure 4. This peak did not appear in figure 3 because the portion of the energy spectrum revealing this peak was not scanned in figure 3. The silver results from transfer of silver to the steel disk. The transferred silver is either less than four atomic layers deep, or more likely as will be shown later, is not uniform. That is, there are locations on the disk surface where silver may be transferred and other areas where adhesion and transfer have not taken place. Both of these possibilities are consistent with the observation that iron, carbon, and oxygen can still be detected together with the silver.

The intensity of a silver peak was monitored with each pass of the silver rider over the disk surface. The silver peak intensity was measured relative to the intensity of an iron peak. The silver peak initially grew with successive passes, while the iron peak diminished in intensity. The pattern was taken at the same disk location on each pass (by the use of a triggering device) to ensure that variations in transfer with location did not alter results. The results obtained are presented in figure 5.

With each of the first 12 passes of the rider over the disk surface, the silver peak continued to increase in intensity while the iron peak continued to decrease, which indicated successive buildup of silver. In the 16th pass, the relative peak intensity dropped drastically indicating back-transfer of the silver from the disk to the rider. Thus, adhesion of the silver to the steel through the oxide film initially occurs, and silver adhesion then accounts for a buildup of silver. When the film becomes sufficiently thick, shearing of silver cohesive bonds can occur within the transferred film.

When sliding was continued, silver began again to build up on the surface, as evidenced by the increase in the relative peak intensities at the 15th pass (see fig. 5).

The adhesion of silver to steel and its transfer to that surface is very interesting. It has been frequently held that adhesion should not occur where metals are insoluble in the solid state (ref. 11). Silver and iron are mutually insoluble, and yet adhesion and
transfer to the steel surface are seen with Auger analysis. This occurs even with the first pass. It cannot be argued that binding of silver is occurring to either carbon or oxygen since silver forms no stable compounds with carbon and silver-oxygen compounds are not stable under the conditions of these experiments. Further, simple adhesion experiments of silver to iron indicate that silver will adhere and transfer to iron (ref. 8).

**Aluminum Sliding on Steel**

Adhesion experiments have indicated that aluminum will transfer readily to iron (ref. 9). It might therefore be anticipated that, during sliding, aluminum would also transfer. A sliding friction experiment was conducted with aluminum sliding on steel. A very strong iron Auger peak appears at 60 electron volts. An aluminum peak occurs at about 70 electron volts.

Auger traces taken before and during the sliding friction experiment are presented in figure 6.

In figure 6(a) the Auger trace shows the iron 60-electron-volt peak and the carbon peak at 270 electron volts. With a single pass of the aluminum rider over the disk (fig. 6(b)), a small bulge appears in the right portion of the iron 60-electron-volt peak. This is the appearance of an aluminum peak. Aluminum has transferred to the steel surface during the first pass of the rider over the disk. Note that the carbon peak has undergone a reduction in size.

After two passes of the aluminum rider over the disk surface, the trace of figure 6(c) was obtained. The aluminum peak has undergone further development toward forming a distinct peak indicating the transfer of additional aluminum to the iron surface. The carbon peak has undergone a further decrease in size. The decrease in the size of the carbon peak is to be anticipated as the carbon present on the iron surface is covered by aluminum.

With 20 passes of the aluminum rider over the disk surface, a peak separate and fully distinct from the iron peak has formed (fig. 6(d)). Again, the carbon peak has decreased in intensity. Note that since the aluminum peak is not fully resolved from the iron peak, the amount of aluminum transferred to the steel surface between 2 and 20 passes is much greater than would appear simply from relative peak height differences for the aluminum.

The transfer of aluminum to the steel surface was followed with each pass of the rider over the surface. The relative aluminum to carbon peak intensity is plotted in figure 7. From pass 1 to 12, the amount of aluminum transferred to the steel surface continues to increase gradually. This might be referred to as mild adhesive transfer. In the 12th to the 16th pass, the amount of metal transfer increases markedly. Thus, there is a transition from mild to severe adhesion occurring.
In the process of adhesive wear, mild wear is associated with the transfer of a thin film relatively uniform in thickness. The fracture of cohesive aluminum bonds takes place near the interface in the surficial layers. Frequently, however, transfer of large particles of metal from one surface to another occurs. This takes place in the severe wear process with cohesive fracture occurring away from the interface in the cohesively weaker of the two materials (in the present case, aluminum).

Copper Sliding on Steel

A single pass of copper rider was made on a steel disk. Auger traces were taken at three locations separated by approximately 120°. The three locations were arbitrarily selected to determine if transfer of metal was uniform around the disk. The three traces were all taken on the same frame of film. The traces are presented in figure 8. The copper peak at 120 electron volts and the carbon peak at 270 electron volts are presented. There are slight variations in peak heights for the copper peaks indicating variations in the amount of copper transferred to the disk at various locations in the circumferential track. It is, therefore, apparent from figure 8 that, if the adhesive wear process is to be quantitatively characterized with Auger analysis, the same location on the surface must be continuously monitored.

A very important aspect of lubrication systems is the ability of the lubricant to react with the surface and form protective films which reduce adhesion, friction, and adhesive wear. Until now there has been no good reliable way to follow lubricant interaction with the surface while it takes place. Auger spectrometry now provides that capability. Thus, general interactions with the surface as well as surface reactions, initiated by friction, can be followed.

The "lubricant" oxygen, which is nearly always present, is probably one of the most effective lubricants in reducing metallic adhesion.

In order to establish that Auger could be used to follow the results of surface reactions initiated by the friction process, 20 passes of a copper rider were made over a steel disk. The adsorption of residual gases containing oxygen (water, carbon monoxide) on the freshly transferred copper was monitored. The oxygen peak is shown in figure 9(a) just 0.5 minute after sliding had ceased. A well defined oxygen peak is readily discernible. These gases continue to chemisorb to the surface for approximately 5 minutes, as shown by the data of figure 10.

An examination of figure 10 indicates a drastic change in the uptake of oxygen to the copper from 4 to 5 minutes after sliding had ceased. This type of adsorption is not the normally observed behavior for metal-gas interactions. Usually adsorption is greatest initially, and as the surface becomes covered, uptake decreases. The heat of
adsorption also decreases with increased surface coverage (ref. 12). With a sliding friction experiment the energy put into shearing of copper cohesive bonds at the interface may heat the surface sufficiently to impede adsorption. When the surface is sufficiently cool (after 4 min) adsorption takes place readily. It is of interest to note that the surface has become saturated at 5 minutes.

Generally a clean strain-free copper surface will not readily adsorb oxygen at the ambient pressures at which these experiments were conducted. The copper transferred to the steel disk surface in these experiments is highly strained. Straining of metals can markedly increase their chemical reactivity. It may also influence the sticking coefficient of gases to the clean transferred metal film.

Figure 9(b) shows the size of the oxygen peak after 10 minutes. In figure 9(a) iron peaks are discernable through the oxygen and transferred copper. With the increased surface coverage in figure 9(b) the iron peaks are not readily detected. The copper peaks when scanned were, however, still detected. These results indicate the ability of Auger to follow the active nature of wear material.

The ability of the sliding friction process to desorb chemisorbed oxygen from a surface is indicated in figure 9(c). This figure shows the drastic reduction in the oxygen peak of figure 9(b) when sliding across the surface is resumed. Note also the reappearance of the iron peaks. These changes reflect desorption of the oxygen from the transferred copper. The frictional energy associated with sliding is sufficient to dissociate the oxygen to copper bond.

**SUMMARY OF RESULTS**

Preliminary sliding friction and wear experiments using an Auger cylindrical mirror spectrometer have produced the following results:

1. The changes in surface elemental composition that takes place during a dynamic friction and wear experiment can be followed with an Auger cylindrical mirror spectrometer. This can be accomplished while events are occurring and can thereby provide the capability of following metal transfer, lubricant-surface interaction, and friction-initiated surface changes.

2. Transfer and changes in the mode of transfer were followed for silver, aluminum, or copper sliding on a steel surface. All three metals were found to transfer to a steel surface during a sliding friction experiment. These results are in agreement with earlier adhesion experiments which indicate transfer of these metals to an iron surface.

3. The result of interaction of various gases with the friction and wear surface can also be monitored. In this investigation, the uptake of oxygen-containing gases to a freshly transferred wear film of copper on steel was followed.
4. Auger cylindrical mirror analysis can be effectively accomplished on rotating surfaces.
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TABLE I. - SELECTED AUGER ELECTRON ENERGIES OF VARIOUS ELEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Auger electron energies, eV (a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>60, 600, 650, 710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>70, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>57, 60, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>72, 268, 308, 360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a)Ref. 13.
Figure 1. - Friction apparatus with Auger spectrometer.
Figure 2. - Schematic of Auger cylindrical mirror analyzer.
Figure 3. - Auger analysis of rotating 1045 steel disk surface. Sliding velocity, 20 centimeters per minute; load, 500 grams; temperature, 23°C.
Figure 4. - Auger analysis of steel disk during 50th pass of silver rider over steel disk surface. Sliding velocity, 20 centimeters per minute; load, 500 grams; temperature, 23°C.

Figure 5. - Detection of silver transferred to steel surface during sliding friction experiment. Sliding velocity, 20 centimeters per minute; load, 500 grams; temperature, 23°C.
Figure 6. - Auger analysis of steel disk surface before and during sliding contact with aluminum rider. Sliding velocity, 20 centimeters per minute; load, 500 grams; temperature, 23°C.
Figure 7. - Detection of aluminum adhesive transfer to steel surface during sliding friction experiment. Sliding velocity, 20 centimeters per minute; 500 grams; load, temperature, 23°C.

Figure 8. - Variation in copper and carbon peak weight in circumferential wear track of steel disk during single pass of copper rider over disk surface. Sliding velocity, 20 centimeters per minute; load, 500 grams; temperature, 23°C.
(a) Oxygen adsorbed 0.5 minute after sliding ceased.

(b) Oxygen adsorbed 10 minutes after sliding ceased.

(c) Adsorption after sliding was resumed.

Figure 9. - Adsorption of residual gases containing oxygen to copper freshly transferred from copper rider to steel disk. Sliding velocity, 20 centimeters per minute; load, 500 grams; temperature, 23° C.
Figure 10. - Detection of oxygen associated with adsorption of residual gases (water and carbon monoxide) on freshly formed transfer film of copper to steel surface. Sliding velocity, 20 centimeters per minute; load, 500 grams; temperature, 23\(^\circ\) C; copper rider made 20 masses over disk surface.
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